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Abstract
Task scheduling in cloud environment is a key technical problem on how to allocate
available cloud resources to cloud users. Usually, a task in cloud environment can be cut
into a serials of subtasks, which have precedence and dependency relationships among
themselves. We describe the problem by means of a DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph) model.
Then, we propose a priority algorithm for DAG task scheduling, and a priority-driven
ACO (Ant Colony Optimization) algorithm for DAG task scheduling on the basis of the
DAG model. Finally, we compare these two algorithms with the greedy algorithm through
simulation in the CloudSim platform. The simulation results show that the priority-driven
ACO algorithm is effective to solve DAG task scheduling problem in cloud environment.
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1. Introduction
How to allocate available resources to cloud users is a pivotal study issue on cloud
computing [1]. In the actual cloud environment, most work of the task scheduling is
concentrated in the dependency-based task optimization. When a large task is performed
in cloud environment, the task can be split in a serial of interdependent subtasks, then
these subtasks will be allocated to different virtual machines. Usually, subtasks with
dependencies can be expressed by DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph). Compared with the
independent task scheduling problem, the task scheduling problem with dependent
relationship needs solve the problem on assignments of subtasks, at the same time it also
needs consideration on the time of subtasks allocated to virtual machines because the
precursor subtask scheduling will have a big effect on the subsequent subtasks. So, the
task scheduling issue with dependent relationship is very complicated.
Scholars started to study DAG task scheduling problem in the last century. Figure 1 is
a classification diagram of DAG task scheduling algorithms, and the algorithms falls into
the following two categories: (1) The performance-based priority algorithm. This kind of
algorithm gives priority attention to the task completion time, and it can be divided into
the meta-heuristic algorithm and the heuristic algorithm. The meta-heuristic algorithm
mainly includes genetic algorithm and PSO (Particle Swarm Optimization) algorithm.
The literature [2] utilized genetic algorithm to solve DAG task scheduling problem in the
heterogeneous system; and literatures [3, 4] used PSO algorithm to optimize task
scheduling problem in cloud environment. The heuristic algorithm can be classified into
cluster scheduling algorithm [5, 6], single task scheduling algorithm, hierarchical
scheduling algorithm [7], and table-driven scheduling algorithm. (2) The QoS-based
algorithm. This kind of algorithm needs to consider different kinds of resource constraints
such as time constraint, budget constraint and so on. The literature [9] puts forward a
heuristic algorithm to solve the complicated task scheduling problem with dependency
relationships and QoS demands. In addition, literatures [10-12] began to study the DAG
task scheduling problem in cloud environment.
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Figure 1. The Architecture of ATN on SLA in Cloud Environment
A series of experimental results show that ant colony algorithm has strong ability to
find good solution and it is not easy to fall into local optimum, because the algorithm
takes advantage of the positive feedback principle to accelerate the evolution process to a
certain extent, and this is a kind of parallel algorithm in nature to find a better solution by
ongoing communication and transmission among individuals. Literatures [13-15] began to
study the application of cloud computing based on the ACO algorithm.
In the paper, we focus on how to optimize DAG task scheduling problems in cloud
environment by improved ACO algorithm. This paper is organized as follows: In Section
2, we define and describe the DAG task scheduling model in cloud environment. Then,
two different algorithms are provided to solve the DAG task scheduling problem in cloud
environment. We propose a priority algorithm for DAG task scheduling in Section 3, and
a priority-driven ACO (Ant Colony Optimization) algorithm for DAG task scheduling in
Section 4 on the basis of the DAG model. In Section 5, we compare these two algorithms
with the greedy algorithm through simulation in the CloudSim platform. Finally, Section
6 concludes the work.

2. The DAG Task Scheduling Model in Cloud Environment
We adopt DAG to describe a series of interdependent subtasks in this paper. It is a NPhard problem to allocate these subtasks to appropriate virtual machines to achieve the
goal such as the shortest scheduling time, minimum cost and high throughput. We will put
forward different scheduling algorithms in cloud environment to get an approximate
optimal solution.
A DAG workflow is a large task which can be divided into a series of subtasks. The
two-tuples G(V , E )
can
describe
a
DAG
workflow,
there
into
represents
nodes
or
subtasks,
V  {V1 ,V2 ,V3...Vk | k  Z , k  }
and E  {(Vi ,V j ) | Vi ,V j V } represents the partial ordering relation of nodes or subtasks. In
a DAG workflow, an ingress node is a node without any parent nodes, and an egress node
is a node without any child nodes.
When a task is divided into a series of subtasks, communication delays among subtasks
can take up a certain amount of time and increase system overhead. So communication
delays among subtasks need to be taken into account. In a DAG workflow, the weigh of
each side represents the communication time between the corresponding subtasks. For
example in Figure 2, the communication time between the subtask A and B is 1.04.
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Figure 2. Diagram of a Paradigmatic DAG
Assumed that the length of the subtask Vi is Li(i=1,2,...), and the processing capability
of the virtual machine Vmj is Pj(j=1,2,3...), then the execution time on the subtask Vi
allocated to the virtual machine Vmj is:
L
(1)
t (Vi , Vm j )  i
Pj

So the average execution time on the subtask Vi allocated to all virtual machines is:
n

t (Vi , Vm j )

j 1

n

t

(2)

Thus the average execution time on all subtasks allocated to all virtual machines is:
s
n t (V , Vm )
tk
i
j
 
s
n

s
k 1
i 1 j 1
s

T 

(3)

In formula 3, s represents the number of subtasks, and n is the number of virtual
machines. As a result of subtasks with dependencies, subtasks can be layered. If the
scheduling algorithm ensures that subtasks in each layer have enough concurrent degree,
which means subtasks in each layer can run in the corresponding virtual machine almost
at the same time, then the average completion time of each layer is about equals to T .
The total scheduling time of a DAG workflow involves from start allocation of ingress
nodes to end running of egress nodes, so the average total scheduling time is:
s

n

E (T )  D  T  D  
i 1 j 1

t (Vi ,Vm j )
n s

(4)

In formula 4, D represents the depth of subtasks in a DAG workflow. For example, the
depth of subtasks in figure 2 is 4. Supposed that the length of all subtasks are same, and
the capability of all virtual machines are same, then the total scheduling time is equals to
E(T), and the execution time of each path in DAG workflow is also equivalent. Supposed
that the longest path in the DAG workflow is the critical path CP, then the total
scheduling time is actually the execution time of critical path CP, so the scheduling time
FT can be defined as:
n
(5)
FT   t (Vi ,Vms) {Vi  CP}
i 1

In formula 5, n is the number of subtasks in the critical path CP, and Vms are the
corresponding virtual machines allocated to subtasks in the critical path CP.

3. The Priority Algorithm for DAG Task Scheduling
The priority algorithm for DAG task scheduling aims to calculate the priority of
each subtask through certain strategy, then distributes subtasks to the corresponding
virtual machines according to the priority of subtasks. The priority of subtasks is defined
in terms of the average completion time and the weight value of the DAG workflow.
(6)
pi  ti  max{ p j  wij | j  i _ next}
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In formula 6, ti represents the average execution time on the subtask Vi allocated to the
corresponding virtual machines in the DAG, and i _ next represents the subsequent subtask
set of the subtask Vi, and wij represents the weight value of the edge (Vi , V j ) in the DAG.
It is important to note that the egress node in the DAG workflow has no corresponding
child nodes, so its priority is:
n

t (Vi , Vm j )

j 1

n

pi  ti  

(7)

Supposed that there exists a DAG workflow like Figure 2, and the length of each
subtask is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. The Length of Subtasks
Name of the subtask
A
B
C
D

Length
30218
44157
25698
31562

Name of the subtask
E
F
G

Length
40325
29856
32568

Moreover, supposed that there are 3 virtual machines in the system, and the processing
capability of virtual machines is shown in Table 2.
Table 2. The Processing Capability of Virtual Machines
Name of the virtual machine
1
2
3

Capability(MIPS)
3000
3500
4000

According to the above data, we can calculate the execution time on each subtask
allocated to all virtual machines and the priority of each subtask. The information is
shown in Table 3.
Table 3. The Execution Time in a Virtual Machine and Priority of Each
Subtask
Task
A
B
C
D
E
F
G

Vm1
10.07
172
8.57
10.52
13.44
9.95
10.86

Vm2
8.63
12.62
7.34
9.02
11.52
8.53
9.31

Vm3
7.55
11.04
6.42
7.89
10.08
7.46
8.14

Average value
8.75
12.79
7.44
9.14
11.68
8.65
9.44

Priority
470
391
31.71
20.12
22.82
21.21
9.44

After calculating the priority of each subtask, the algorithm will allocate these subtasks
to the corresponding virtual machines. The flow diagram of the algorithm is shown in
figure 3. The explanation of the algorithm is as follows.
(1) Calculate the priority of each subtask according to formula 6 and formula 7.
(2) Determine the scheduling sequence according to the priority.
(3) Take the subtask from the DAG workflow in descending order. The subtask with
highest priority will be allocated to the available virtual machine with powerful
processing capability. If all virtual machines are busy, the subtask will be allocated to the
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first idle virtual machine. The algorithm can calculate the actual start time of the subtask
BT before it is scheduled, and compare the actual completion time of subtasks with the
higher priority CT. If a subtask with higher priority meets the condition CT>BT, the
algorithm sets virtual machines scheduling the subtask in the busy state. If the number of
subtasks with higher priority which meets the condition CT>BT is more than the number
of virtual machines, the algorithm can calculate the first idle virtual machine through CT.
Start

Calculate priority
of subtasks
Determine scheduling
sequence S
Take the
subtask from S
in order

Search the
powerful VM

Y

Exist idle
VM?

N

Search the first
idle VM

Allocate the
subtask to the VM

Is S
empty?

N

Y
End

Figure 3. The Flow Diagram of Priority Algorithm for DAG Task Scheduling
The pseudocode of the algorithm is shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Pseudocode of Priority Algorithm for DAG Task Scheduling
Priority algorithm for DAG task scheduling
input the DAG workflow G(V,E)
initialize the parameters of Vi  V and Vms
calculate priority of Vi incrementally
sort Vi in ascending order, and save Vi to List L
for node Vi  L do
if Vi parent state == Finished
for each Vmi Vms do
if Vmi  status == idle
save Vmi to set S
end if
choose the powerful Vmj in S
let Vi  Vmj
end for
end if
end for
calculate total schedule time
According to the above allocation strategy, the allocation process of each subtask in
Figure 2 is as follows:
(1) Calculate the priority of each subtask, and getting the scheduling sequence in
descending order ABCEFDG.
(2) Take the subtask A from the scheduling sequence, then it is allocated to the VM 3,
which is the idle virtual machine with the powerful processing capability;
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(3) Take out subtasks B and C, then the subtask B is allocated to the VM 3 due to its
higher priority, and the subtask C is allocated to the VM 2;
(4) Take out the subtask E, and it is allocated to the VM 2 because the subtask C will
be finished before the subtask B, and the VM 1 and VM 2 are available for the subtask E;
(5) Take out the subtask F, and it is allocated to the VM 2 because only VM 2 is idle;
(6) Take out the subtask D, and it is allocated to the VM 3 because only VM 3 is idle;
(7) Take out the subtask G, and it is allocated to the VM 3 because all virtual machines
are idle.
Assumed that A 1 represents the subtask A is allocated to VM 1. From the above

scheduling process, the final scheduling result in figure 2 is A 3, B 3, C 2, D
F 
3,E
2,
1, G
3. Seen from the scheduling result, the VM 3 with powerful
processing capability has processed four subtasks, while VM 2 has processed two
subtasks and VM 1 has processed only one subtask. The advantage of the priority
algorithm for DAG task scheduling is to reduce or avoid busy waiting time of subtasks
effectively. However, the algorithm can not solve the problem of load balancing
effectively.

4. The Priority-driven ACO Algorithm for DAG Task Scheduling
In order to further enhance the performance of the above algorithm, we put forward the
priority-driven ACO algorithm for DAG task scheduling. The algorithm incorporates the
advantage of priority algorithm, and considers the priority of subtasks and the state of
virtual machines when allocating virtual machines to subtasks. If a subtask can be
allocated to multiple virtual machine, each scheduling scheme may make the overall
scheduling time much difference. So, the algorithm defines dc as difference between the
longest execution time and the shortest execution time when a subtask is allocated to a
virtual machine.
(8)
dc  max{t (Vi ,Vm j )}  min{t (vi ,Vm j )}
In formula 8, t(Vi,Vmj) represents the execution time on the subtask Vi allocated to the
virtual machine Vmj. The priority of the subtask is defined as:
(9)
pi  (ti  max{ p j  wij | j  i _ next})  a  dc  b
In formula 9, represents the average execution time on the subtask Vi allocated to the
corresponding virtual machines in the DAG, and
represents the subsequent subtask
set of the subtask Vi, and
represents the weight value of the edge
in the DAG. a
and b are elasticity
ti coefficients, and they represent relative important degree between
next0<a<1,0<b<1,a+b=1. As shown in
average execution time and dc in task scheduling,i _and
w
(Vi , V jexecution
)
table 5, supposed that a=0.7
and b=0.3, we can calculate the average
time, dc
ij
and priority of each subtask from Figure 2.
Table 5. Priority of Subtasks (a=0.7,b=0.3)
Name of subtasks

Average execution time

dc

Priority

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

8.75
12.79
7.44
9.14
11.68
8.65
9.44

2.52
3.68
2.15
2.63
3.36
2.49
2.72

32.05
25.54
22.84
187
16.98
15.59
7.42

From the above Table, we can determine the scheduling sequence in descending order
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ABCEFDG. After determining the scheduling sequence, ants begin traveling around to
find the solution. If ants find the solution, they would update pheromone. Then the
matching probability of a virtual machine in the moving process of ants is:
pbi 

[ phr (i, j )] [ins(i, j )]
n

[ phr (i, j )] [ins(i, j)]


(10)


j 1

In formula 10, ins(i, j ) represents the earliest heuristic value on the subtask Vi
allocated to the virtual machine j, and it can be defined as follows:
ins(i, j )  t (Vi ,Vm j )  max {t (Vk ,Vm j )  wik }  ESTij
ki _ next

(11)

In formula 11, ESTij represents the earliest execution time on the subtask Vi allocated
to the virtual machine j, and phr (i, j ) represents pheromone values, which can be
recorded by a matrix. The matrix records the pheromone information about each subtask
to each virtual machine, and will be initialized before the iteration of the ant colony. After
ants find a solution, the matrix will update the pheromone.
The flow diagram of priority-driven ACO algorithm for DAG task scheduling is shown
in Figure 4, and the scheduling process of the algorithm is as the following:
Start

Initialize parameters,
and Construct DAG

Calculate priority of subtask，
and save subtasks to S in
descending order
Put ant colony as
head of S
Take the subtask
from S

Ants choose a
VM randomly

Y

Calculate the whole
scheduling time, and
update pheromone

Is pheromone
value = initial
value?
N
Choose a VM
according to
probabilistic model

End
iteration?

N

Y
End

Move to the next
subtask
N

Is S
empty?

Y

Figure 4. The Flow Diagram of Priority-driven ACO Algorithm for DAG Task
Scheduling
(1) Calculate the priority of each subtask in the DAG workflow through the top-down
approach.
(2) Determine the scheduling sequence according to the priority, and initialize the
matrix of the pheromone information about each subtask to each virtual machine.
(3) Let ants traverse the above scheduling sequence successively, then allocate
subtasks to virtual machines according to the given probability model. In the traversal
process of ants, if current pheromone value is still equals to the initial constant, this shows
that no ants have passed through the path, then randomly choose a virtual machine to
process the subtask.
(4) After ants traverse all subtasks, the algorithm calculates the whole scheduling time,
then update pheromone matrix according the scheduling time.
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(5) Repeat steps 3~4 through multiple iterations. The number of iterations is a
empirical value, and the traversal solution set will convergence when the iteration reaches
a certain number of times.
The pseudocode of the algorithm is shown in Table 6:
Table 6. Pseudocode of Priority-driven ACO Algorithm for DAG Task
Scheduling
Priority-driven ACO algorithm for DAG task scheduling
input the DAG workflow G(V,E)
initialize the parameters of Vi  V and Vms
calculate priority of Vi incrementally
sort Vi in ascending order, and save Vi to List L
initialize the ant colony and the pheromone matrix M to C
for i=1  m (number of ants)
for j=1 n (length of list L)
look Mij (pheromone value edge(i,j)  E ) in M
if Mij==C
Randomly choose a Vmj  Vms
else
choose the best Vmj according to formula(10)
end if
let Vi  Vmj
end for
calculate the total scheduling time T
update M by T
end for

5. Simulation Results and Analysis
In order to verify the effectiveness of the scheduling algorithms, the greedy algorithm,
the priority scheduling algorithm and the priority-driven ACO algorithm are embedded
into the CloudSim3.0 [16] in this paper. We compare their performance and draw the
relevant experimental data under Windows 7 operating system and Eclipse programming
platform. The experiment is on the basis of the establishment of DAG workflow, adopts
the hierarchical way to build the DAG workflow, and uses gaussian random to set
parameters which obey normal distribution. The flow diagram of DAG construction is
shown in figure 5, and the explanation is as follows:
(1) Set the parameters about virtual machines such as their quantity, average
processing capability and average processing capability variance, obtain concrete data
through gaussian random, and save the data into a list.
(2) Set the parameters about subtasks such as their quantity, average length and
average length variance, obtain concrete data through gaussian random, and save the data
into a temporary list.
(3) Form a DAG workflow by associating subtasks. Since subtasks in a DAG workflow
may have more than one parent node or one child node, the experiment adopts the
hierarchical way to create association in order to avoid the formation of a ring.
(4) Set the number of layer in the DAG workflow and the number of nodes in each
layer randomly (the first layer usually contains only a root node), and make the sum of
each layer of nodes equal to the given number of subtasks. Then, match the subtasks of
each layer by means of the temporary list in step 2, and set the parent node randomly in
the process of matching.
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Figure 5. The Flow Diagram of DAG Construction
In the process of the formation of DAG, nodes in each layer set parent node randomly
rather than setting child nodes, because the way of setting child nodes cannot make nodes
in each layer generate strong connection, just as shown in Figure 6(a); while the way of
setting parent node can make nodes in each layer generate strong connection, just as
shown in Figure 6(b).
Pseudo-ingress
Node

Pseudo-ingress
Node

......

Pseudo-egress
Node
(a)

......

Pseudo-egress
Node
(b)

Figure 6. The Diagram of Two Different DAG Construction Strategies
Figure 7 shows simulation comparison of three algorithms on scheduling time, and
simulation parameters are as follows: the number of virtual machines are 30 virtual
machines; their average processing capability is 1000, and variance of their processing
capability is 200; the number of subtasks is ranged from 200 to 400; the average length of
subtasks is 10000, and variance of their length is 100; the number of layer in the DAG
workflow is 10, and subtasks distribute randomly in each layer; and nodes in each layer
set parent node randomly. Seen from simulation results in Figure 7, when the number of
subtasks is less than 300, the number of subtasks in each layer is relatively small, the
system has enough virtual machines to process subtasks, so the total scheduling time of
these three algorithms is not distinct. However, with the increase of number of subtasks,
the total scheduling time of these three algorithms varies distinctly, and the prioritydriven ACO algorithm can better build optimal solution in the global scope.
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Figure 7. Simulation Comparison of Three Algorithms on Scheduling Time
Supposed that load factor is the standard quantity deviation of subtasks allocated to
virtual machines. If some virtual machines allocate a large number of subtasks, while
others are quite free, the system load is imbalanced. Figure 8 shows simulation
comparison of three algorithms on load factor, and simulation parameters are as follows:
the number of virtual machines are 20 virtual machines; their average processing
capability is 1200, and variance of their processing capability is 150; the number of
subtasks is ranged from 100 to 400; the average length of subtasks is 15000, and variance
of their length is 200; the number of layer in the DAG workflow is 10, and subtasks
distribute randomly in each layer; and nodes in each layer set parent node randomly. Seen
from simulation results in figure 8, compared with the greedy algorithm and the priority
algorithm, the priority-driven ACO algorithm can realize simple load balancing by
scheduling idle virtual machines with higher priority in cloud environment.
5
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Priority Algorithm
Priority-driven ACO Algorithm

4.5
4

Load factor
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3
2.5
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1
100
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200

250
300
The number of subtasks

350
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Figure 8. Simulation Comparison of Three Algorithms on Load Factor
The number of iterations is very important for the experiment when using the prioritydriven ACO algorithm. Too little iteration leads to the situation that ant colony will search
for the optimal solution randomly, while too much iterations will affect the efficiency of
the algorithm. Figure 9 shows the influence of the iterative number to priority-driven
ACO algorithm, and simulation parameters are as follows: the number of virtual machines
are 30 virtual machines; their average processing capability is 1000, and variance of their
processing capability is 200; the number of subtasks is ranged from 200 to 400; the
average length of subtasks is 10000, and variance of their length is 100; the number of
layer in the DAG workflow is 10, and subtasks distribute randomly in each layer; and
nodes in each layer set parent node randomly. Seen from simulation results in Figure 9,
the algorithm needs around 100 iterations to start the convergence when the number of
subtasks is 200, while the algorithm needs around 150 iterations to start the convergence
when the number of subtasks reaches 300, and the algorithm needs around 200 iterations
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to start the convergence when the number of subtasks reaches 400. In addition, the total
scheduling time obviously prolongs when the number of subtasks reaches 400 because
there exists busy waiting phenomenon during the execution time of some subtasks.
260
The number of subtasks is 200
The number of subtasks is 300
The number of subtasks is 400

240

Scheduling time(s)

220
200
180
160
140
120
100
80

20

40

60
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100
120
140
160
The number of iterations

180

200

220

240

Figure 9. The Influence of the Iterative Number to Priority-driven ACO
Algorithm

6. Conclusions
In the paper, two different algorithms are provided to solve the DAG task scheduling
problem in cloud environment. There into, the priority algorithm for DAG task scheduling
is a bottom-up approach in calculating priority of subtasks, and dispatches subtasks in
accordance with priority. On the basis of the above algorithm, we present a priority-driven
ACO algorithm to optimize DAG task scheduling in cloud environment. The priority
algorithm pays attention to enhance resource utility and increase throughput of virtual
machines, while the priority-driven ACO algorithm attaches importance to global
performance optimization on the problem. In the end, we compare these algorithms
through simulation in the CloudSim platform, and verify the efficiency of these
algorithms.
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